Newsletter
Seventh Edition – Winter 2022
We are delighted to share with you our seventh HUGE Project Newsletter. We continue our final
year of the project and are working hard to deliver on the project tools before wrapping up the
project in May 2022. We all enjoyed a welcome winter break and are back on the job pulling
together all the final outputs of the project.
We continue to update our Newsflash series every month which brings you highlights of hydrogen
stories from across Europe. We have also been running our successful seminar series which
invites expert speakers to discuss the role of green hydrogen across different sectors and
countries. We hope you continue to enjoy our project outputs and we look forward to sharing our
finished tools over the next number of months. Thank you for your continued support.

In this edition you will find stories highlighting
our hydrogen hotspot map, the green hydrogen
transition for the oil and gas sector in Scotland,
and successful new project work for our partner
Icelandic New Energy.

• Website – www.Huge-Project.eu

As always please don’t hesitate to get in touch
with us via our website or social media
channels, all of which can be found on this page.

• Linkedin - HUGE Project EU

• Twitter – @HUGE_Project_EU
• Facebook - @HugeProjectEU
• YouTube - The HUGE Project
• Email - info@huge-project.eu

Next Wave Hydrogen Latest Webinar
HUGE Project partner Icelandic New Energy
continues to lead hydrogen innovation across
the Nordic Countries.
A key focus of Icelandic New Energy’s work with
the HUGE Project has been looking at hydrogen
solutions for HGV vehicles and this was featured
in our June 2021 Workshop.
The Nordic Hydrogen Partnership has been
successful in winning funding for their Next
Wave hydrogen project which aims to inform
the heavy duty hydrogen vehicle value chain.
Our online seminars aim to transfer knowledge
The Next Wave partnership will work closely of hydrogen technologies to a wider audience,
with
truck
manufacturers,
hydrogen including industry stakeholders, end-users and
infrastructure providers, truck owners, and government agencies, across the Northern
related projects, to track and update the Periphery and Arctic region of Europe. Our latest
development and deployment of heavy-duty webinar took place in January entitled:
hydrogen vehicles in Europe focusing on trucks,
Scotland – Transitioning from Oil and Gas
buses, and heavy machinery.
Industry: The Case for Green Hydrogen
The HUGE Project wishes our friends at Next The webinar looked at the role of hydrogen in
Wave many successes with the project.
transitioning the oil and gas sector in Scotland
For more info please contact: Jón Björn Skúlason into green hydrogen. The webinar had three
speakers from the intersection between oil and
- skulason@newenergy.is
gas, and green hydrogen, and showcased some
of the innovative projects across the country
including Opportunity Cromarty Firth and the
ORION Clean Energy Project.
A recording of this webinar, as well as all of our
other webinars, can be found on our website
under the seminars and workshops tab and
these recordings are part of our Hydrogen
Knowledge Technology Transfer (HTT) platform.

Hydrogen HotSpot Map
The most recent HUGE Webinar in January saw the launch of the HUGE Hydrogen HotSpot Map
from Aaron Kernohan of Action Renewables. The map has been developed to showcase hydrogen
supply chains across the Northern Periphery and Arctic Programme Area. It identifies companies
and actors working in the green hydrogen sector across four different categories: research,
utilization, production and supply, and transport and storage.
The aim of the HotSpot Map is to help those interested in green hydrogen to be able to identify
local companies which can provide different services. The map is an ongoing project so we ask that
you help us to improve the outreach of the map by adding your own companies or organisations as
HotSpots via our website or direct us to companies new and emerging in the sector.
For more information please see: huge-project.eu/hot-spot-map or contact:
Aaron.Kernohan@actionrenewables.co.uk

And Finally…

All of the team at the HUGE Project would like
to thank you for your continued support with
the project, we’re coming towards the end of
the project but are always keen to hear how we
can help your green hydrogen aspirations.

